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Bluebird Symbolism & Meaning (+Totem, Spirit & Omens) 
March 26, 2020 / By Garth C. Clifford 

 

We generally associate the symbolism of blue with the endless sky, the deep seas, and the 
concepts of loyalty, peace, serenity, and intelligence, and the bluebird symbolism lives up to all 
that. They are tiny but powerful creatures that help us regain treasures of childhood innocence.  

The bluebird symbolism works in truly artistic, mystical, and spiritual ways, which is why we 
need to understand it. Because once we do, we perceive the world in a better way and 
understand why things happen the way they do.   

Bluebird Symbolism and Meaning 

When we see the striking azure colors of the bluebird flying in the open sky, it is a sight to 
behold. However, gorgeous this species of thrushes may be, they are popular throughout the 
various cultures for its symbolic meaning and characteristic song.  

So, what does a bluebird mean?  

Often knowns as the bluebirds of happiness, meaning they are generally associated with the 
concepts of joy, honesty, and harmony. However, their actual meaning holds much deeper 
layers than what meets the eyes. It is not possible to provide a straightforward answer to what 
do bluebirds mean without first getting to know their background.  

Bluebird Native American Symbolism 

Native Americans associate the bluebird with high significance. Their various tribes describe the 
bluebird as an omen and a mentor in their fork lore, stories, and legends.  

Navajo & Iroquois Tribe 

Both of these tribes consider the bluebird as a symbol of prosperity and fertility. They associate 
seeing a bluebird as good news. According to them, when you see a bluebird, you can expect 
something wonderful and new to happen to you.  

Additionally, the Iroquois tribe also believed the bluebird to be sprits that drives off the God or 
the demigod of winter. The Navajo also seconded this since the Yeibichaidancers use to sing 
the bluebird’s song just before the sunrise at the end of their winter ceremony. 

Pima People 

The people of Pima considered the bluebird as a symbol of transformation, growth, and the 
harbinger of the season of renewal, i.e., spring. There is a famous legend surrounding the 
bluebird among the people of Pima.  

Once there was an ugly bird that stumbled upon a magical lake and bathed in its mystical water. 
It was transformed into the beautiful bluebird as a reward for not fearing the sea and the 
change. This is why they consider the bluebird to be a good transition mentor and a symbol of a 
new tomorrow.  
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Cochiti Tribe 

The Cochiti tribe believe bluebird was the name of the Sun’s first-born, and they share their 
beliefs with the Navajo tribe. This is because the mountain bluebird uses to sing to the tribes to 
wake them in time to greet the morning sun.  

A famous legend of Ojibwa, featuring the spirit Nanabozho, gives us an insight into the 
bluebird’s important place in the Native American folklore. It is a lovely tale of how Nanabozho 
filled in colors in the world when it was all off-white.  

While he was doping that a pair of bluebirds started chasing each other over his head, they 
dived and flew up every now and then, so much so that their feet and feathers caught 
Nanabozho’s paint. As they flew over the waterfall, the mist mixed with the paint from their 
feathers created a colorful breathtaking scenery that pleased the spirit very much.  

He liked the colors so much that he made it so that every time the Sun would touch the mist of a 
waterfall, we would get to enjoy the same colorful scene as he did. Thus, the bluebirds help 
create the rainbow.   

Bluebird Christianity Symbolism 

Most of the time, people wonder, what does a bluebird mean biblically? While the 
straightforward answer may be lacking, it is much more than that. The meaning of a bluebird, 
like a bible itself, is many-layered.   

The spiritual importance of a bluebird is undeniable and powerful. Most believe it to be the 
messenger sent from the spiritual realm. This is why when you see a bluebird, you are 
supposed to open your hearts and heed the spiritual wisdom sent from above directly to you.  

You can hear wonderful stories in the song of the bluebirds. These stories are messages from 
the divine that you have a guardian protecting you. Bluebirds are also an indication of the 
presence of angels with you at that moment. Therefore, the next time you spot a bluebird, all 
you have to do is pay extra special attention to yourself, your surroundings, and the state of 
your life.  

Whatever question you have, think about it inside your mind and listen carefully to its song. You 
should be able to recognize the symbolism of the bird uniquely to you. The message you 
perceive will be of great importance and can prove to be pivotal in your life in general.  
 
Bluebird Celtic Symbolism 

On the contrary to the ancient Americans, Celtic did not encounter the bluebird as often. That is 
why they were unable to attribute any special meaning to the bluebird.  

Bluebird in Dreams 

It is a very sensible question when one wonders, what does it mean when you see a bluebird in 
your dreams.  

Seeing a bluebird in your dreams is a sign of an end to some struggle. You will see an issue 
resolve itself with a great sense of relief and feel a great weight lift off your shoulders. Like the 
joyful bluebirds, you will feel lighter and happy in the near days.  
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Some dream experts relate the bluebird meaning to the angelic or spiritual guidance of a loved 
one from the other side. This guidance comes to a selected few and usually when they are 
going through a difficult time in their lives. It usually means that their deceased loved ones are 
nudging them towards the right decision or confirming the prosperity of a difficult decision.  

In certain instances, some dream experts also consider the bluebird as a warning to be more 
aware. In that case, you need to be more attentive to anything that is dangling precariously in 
your life. It can prove to be pivotal and bring great fortune or incredible bad luck to you, 
depending on how well you handle it.  

Seeing a bluebird feather also translates not to take the good fortune you already have for 
granted. Appreciate the little things as they can fly out of sight just like the bluebird if you are not 
careful.   

Overall, the bluebird meaning in your dreams revolves around happiness, good luck, transition, 
guidance, and confidence. 

Bluebird Mythology and Folklore 

The bluebird has undeniable popularity and acknowledgment in many cultures around the 
globe. The widespread admiration and acceptance of this beautiful bird is one reason for its 
presence in many folklore and mythologies. 

There are many mentions of a bluebird in the Russian and French fairytales, all symbolizing it 
as positive energy and good tidings. The people of Lorraine believe bluebirds to personify 
happiness itself. Whereas in Korean, legend has it that the bluebirds are a messenger of God. 
They flutter around people and report back the deeds to God. Some also believe them to be a 
messenger between distant but true lovers.  

Apart from these, the far eastern territories also have a high perception of the bluebirds. Legend 
has it that a bone oracle in the Shang Dynasty dubbed the bluebirds as the messengers of Xi 
Wangmu, who was the queen Goddess of the west. Xi Wangmu was known as a protectress of 
priestesses, nuns, singing girls, and adepts. If you spot the bluebird on a three-legged tree, then 
you can be sure of Xi Wangmu’s presence and, therefore, her protection.  

A widespread folklore associates bluebird with the Sun and went on to symbolize the little 
creature with modesty, diligence, enlightenment, knowledge, and confidence. This is why the 
arrival of the bluebird is a sign of hope since it could mean spiritual transformation.  

The mythology of bluebird represents it in the magical symbolism as a sign of confidence. The 
valentine myth symbolizes the bluebird as a man of laughter, signifying happy love. Its positive 
admiration continues even now, a testimonial of which we all can enjoy in the famous 1940’s 
song “the bluebird of happiness.” 

Bluebird Spirit Animal 

The spiritual meaning of blue is one of depth, loyalty, trust, wisdom, confidence, sincerity, faith, 
intelligence, and heaven. Many cultures believe the color blue to bring peace and keep the 
negative energy away and bluebird live up to their name is this regard. 

The spiritual meaning of bluebird is joy and happiness. You begin to notice the presence of the 
bluebird song when you start trading your happiness for someone else’s. The spiritual animal 
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reminds us not to lose hope in the face of an adversary and not to let go of the joy while we are 
in the process of achieving any goal.  
Overall, the bluebird spirit animal almost always means good news. However, regardless of 
what type of news you receive or change you notice, a bluebird spirit animal always prepares us 
for what lies ahead. In the times of trial, it teaches us to stay confident in our plan, and when the 
boon comes, it nudges us to share our joy with others.  

If you are noticing bluebird spiritual animals more frequently in meditations, then it is a sign that 
you need to take out time to appreciate the little things in life. You need to slow down and 
admire the simplest and the smallest things in your life. Being grateful for the little things in itself 
is excellent spiritual therapy.  

The spiritual meaning of bluebird is also one of transition, love, and admiration. Bluebird is a 
sign that something in you naturally radiates positive feelings, and you should celebrate that. 
You are more likely to notice a bluebird when you are about to start a new chapter in your life.  

Bluebird Totem Animal 

Having a bluebird totem means that you love having a nest that makes everyone feel 
comfortable. You enjoy the company of others, and you call them out in your own way with a 
song filled with love. The people that respond to your overture are usually the folks that you 
trust, rely on, and enjoy life with.  

For people with bluebird animal totem, solid foundations are very important. You need a 
cornerstone where you hatch all your schemes and plans. Bluebird animal totem people can 
always find a way to translate hope into reality, and it’s this solid planning and strategizing that 
gives them an edge over others. It also wouldn’t hurt if you have a natural charisma about you, 
which positively influences the outcome of your interactions.  

A bluebird totem also means that a person is very romantic and monogamous. They tweet 
signals and specific vibrations that tune them to their soul mate. Once they find their life partner, 
they tend to start a family pretty soon. Like the bluebird, they are very protective of their nest 
and don’t allow anyone to disrupt the loving peace of their lives.  

A bluebird totem may bring the carrier into the divine service of the great spirits in some way. 
You can become a helpmate or a spiritual guide to others, which in itself is a true example of 
bluebird medicine at its finest.  

Bluebird Power Animal 

The bluebird power animal are notorious throughout cultures, but often, the question arises, 
what does a bluebird symbolize? The specific answer to which is unique to each person’s 
circumstances. For instance, when a person is experiencing heartache, the bluebird symbolizes 
a breath of fresh air that soothes the ache and clams it. This person should meditate on 
bluebird’s lessons of self-renewal and simple joys. They teach us that as the cold nights of 
winter, this sorrow too will pass.  

Apart from the broken heart ones, people that have lost sight of their inner child also call upon 
the bluebird power animal. These people usually call to them after suffering cruelty in some 
form; bluebirds help them realize all the wonders the world has to offer.  They also teach them 
to let go of their dramas, and someone else’s perceived versions of themselves and soar free in 
the open sky.  
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In contrast to that, the bluebird power animal also teaches the people that regret acting harshly, 
the lesson of gentleness. Let the bluebirds be your guide in expressing your ideas and passion 
in a way that creates a better understanding.  

Bluebird Tattoo Meaning 

The bluebird symbol is one of good luck and innocence. It is a favorite nautical design for most 
people. The bluebird tattoo is often confused with a swallow or the swift because of its similar 
coloring, but in fact, all three of them are quite different and have distinctive characteristics.  

The bluebird tattoo meaning is often associated with its mythological and symbolic importance, 
i.e., of prosperity, happiness, the arrival of spring, or good luck. The beautiful blue of the bird 
also highlights eternal happiness and reminds the person of the far-stretching sky. In addition to 
that, the bluebird tattoo symbol also lacks a “dark side,” which most tattoo design usually 
carries.  

Conclusion 

The bluebird significance is undeniable. Many cultures, folklores, and mythologies echo the 
spiritual meaning of bluebird. They are a living personification of happiness and good luck. This 
is why people that are generally very cheerful should know more about this power animal 
because bluebirds reflect what they are. The people that were born under the wing of bluebird e 
proudly display the tattoo on their bodies.  

As long as we have bluebirds, we can expect continuous happiness. Therefore, you should 
enjoy and cherish the moments you spend in the presence of a bluebird.    

 

Garth C. Clifford 
Thanks for reading!  My name is Garth and I would like to welcome you to my personal birding 
space. 
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